PRESS RELEASE
Pletos: a mobile application to predict
professional matches of
League of Legends
Lille, 2 june 2020 - As LEC and LCS summer splits are about to start, 3
french engineers are launching Pletos: a free mobile app allowing its
users to start a predictions contest.

Predictions for everyone...
Whether on Twitter, Facebook or just with friends, esport fans love to challenge each other in
terms of predictions about their favourite teams' matches, so much that even the production
teams publish theirs every week.
However, once done, these predictions are lost. No one is there to keep track of the scores,
except for that little spreadsheet that hangs out between a few groups of friends.
Pletos allows everyone to predict LEC and LCS matches before they start, but also to create
groups of friends for direct competition. The points are calculated according to the complexity
of the prediction: an exact score of the match will unlock more points than just guessing the
winner.
Thanks to real-time information updates, Pletos allows you to keep an eye on the outcome of
the match in real time, as well as an update of the ranking.
Today, Pletos allows you to follow the LEC and LCS, but plans to support the majority of major
and regional leagues, including LCS Academy and european regional leagues, by January 2021.

… but also for communities
Thanks to its partnership system, Pletos allows communities to gather in a single group and
compete without having to add each other manually.
The partner program provides partners with a customizable leaderboard, open to the public.

About
Pletos is a project of 3 french engineers who are passionate about esports, video games in
general and adventures. As a player, each member of the team understands and is willing to
improve the social experience that is online gaming. Previously, the team worked on QueueUp
(a League of Legends and/or Fortnite player matchmaking application) and has always wanted
to provide an enjoyable experience to the community.

Useful links
Website: h
 ttps://www.pletos.gg/
Android app: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gg.pletos.android
iOS app: h
 ttps://apps.apple.com/us/app/pletos/id1489088757
Branding: h
 ttps://www.pletos.gg/branding
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